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Thematic ETF specialist expands European business
Patrik Engström new Head of Business Development in the DACH
region and Scandinavia
London/Munich – 12.08.2020 – Right on track - that's Rize ETF, thematic ETF provider that is

consequently expanding its business in Europe. The British asset manager is expanding its
team with the native swede Patrik Engström, as the new Associate Director of European
Business Development. The sales expert is now responsible for the ETF provider's business
development in the Nordic and German-speaking regions of Europe.
Rize ETF co-founder and company spokesman Rahul Bhushan: "We are delighted to welcome
Patrik to our team. We are convinced that he will play a key role in making our growing
portfolio accessible to existing and future investors with his expertise and extensive network".
Following the listing of the first ETF suite of medical cannabis and cybersecurity ETFs in
February of this year, Rize ETF enjoyed strong investor interest. The highly sought-after Rize
Cybersecurity ETF recently passed the important 30 million US-Dollar mark. Rize ETF is
currently working on two new products that will in turn address global and sustainable
megatrends.
Prior to joining Rize, Engström was responsible for relations with fund selectors in the Nordic
region at London-based financial services provider Investment Europe (Incisive Media), where
he also managed the German market and Israel. "The Rize ETF team's corporate philosophy of
making sustainable megatrends accessible to investors convinced me immediately," says
Engstöm, who studied politics and German in Stockholm and Berlin. In addition to his native
language and German, he speaks fluent English.

Warning of the capital risk
An investment in funds involves risks, including illiquidity, lack of dividends, loss of investment and dilution, and
should only be made as part of a diversified portfolio. The Funds may be registered or otherwise authorised for
public distribution in one or more European jurisdictions. Investors should continue to carefully consider the terms
and conditions of investment in a Fund (or share class) and seek professional investment advice before making
any decision to invest in such Fund (or share class).
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Further Information: www.rizeetf.com
About Rize ETF
Rize ETF is Europe's first issuer specializing exclusively in thematic ETFs. Founded in 2019, Rize ETF
(with its product line) focuses on ground-breaking megatrends with high growth potential that also
have a positive impact on the planet. Rize ETF aims to achieve a balance between long-term returns
and an investment in sustainable companies. The ETFs launched by Rize ETFs are aimed at the general
investment public, but also at institutional investors. Rize ETF covers the entire life cycle of an ETF,
starting with product strategy, index design, ETF structuring, portfolio management and distribution.
The investment strategies of the respective ETFs are developed in cooperation with thematically
specialized research houses and index providers.
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